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General Conditions of Use website UNISUB ESTARTIT SL


www.unisub.es


UNISUB ESTARTIT SL (hereinafter UNISUB ESTARTIT) residing at PO box 301 17258-ESTARTIT with CIF B17468349 represented by Antoni Murray BERRY with NIF 40360137J makes available on its website www.unisub.es certain content for information on their activities.


These general conditions governing the whole use of the website of UNISUB ESTARTIT by users accessing the same. These conditions will be exposed to users on the website www.unisub.es everywhere and every page and every time a user enters their data in the existing forms, to read, print, archive and accepted via the Internet, the user can not enter their data effectively without this acceptance has occurred.


UNISUB ESTARTIT SL is registered in the Trade Registry Registro Mercantil de Girona, 18.03.96, Volume 913, Folio 81, Leaf GI-16988, entry 1 st.


Access to the website UNISUB ESTARTIT implies unreserved acceptance of these terms and conditions of use, which the user states understand in its entirety. The user undertakes not to use the website and services offered in the same for carrying out activities contrary to the law and respect at all times these general conditions


FIRST.-The website UNISUB ESTARTIT has been done on the one hand, in order, to make available to third parties information about its activities and be able to contact UNISUB ESTARTIT for further information and on the other hand, made available to Users can buy products that are offered. The request for services or items being offered for purchase on the website will be governed by the general conditions of contract as specified.


SECOND.- CONDITIONS OF ACCESS AND USE 


The use of the website UNISUB ESTARTIT does not carry mandatory registration of users, unless the user wants to use the database of articles in www.unisub.es which will require it to register covering a basic form, This subscription is governed by specific conditions. The conditions of access and use of this site is strictly governed by the law and the principle of good faith by committing the user to make good use of the web. Are prohibited all acts that violate the law, rights or interests of others: the right to privacy, data protection, intellectual property and so on. UNISUB ESTARTIT expressly prohibits the following: 

2.1.1.-Perform actions that might produce on the website or through the same by any means any damage to systems UNISUB ESTARTIT or third parties.2.1.2.-Conducting without proper authorization any advertising or commercial information directly or covertly, sending massive post office ( "spaming") or sending large messages in order to block network servers ( "mail Bombing ")




2.2.-UNISUB ESTARTIT may discontinue at any time access to your site if it detects a purpose contrary to law, good faith or these general conditions-see clause fifth.


 


THIRD.- CONTENT:The contents incorporated into this website have been developed and included:


3.1.- UNISUB ESTARTIT using internal and external sources so that UNISUB ESTARTIT only be held liable for the content developed in-house.3.2.- UNISUB ESTARTIT reserves the right to change at any moment the contents available on its website. 


 


FOURTH.- RESPONSIBLITY.- 


4.1.- UNISUB ESTARTIT in no case shall be responsible for: 

4.1.1.- The failures and incidents that may occur in communications, deleting or incomplete transmissions so that there is no guarantee that the services of the website are constantly operational4.1.2.- Producing any type of damage that could cause users or third on the website.4.1.3.- Conditions or characteristics of items that are offered on the website.

UNISUB ESTARTIT simply connects companies and professionals that offer or require these articles but is not responsible for subsequent negotiations or agreements to conduct these companies or professionals leaving only the smooth running of the sale in the hands of these users4.2.- UNISUB ESTARTIT reserves the right to suspend access without notice at its discretion and permanent or temporary until the effective assurance responsibility for any damage that might occur. Also, UNISUB ESTARTIT work and notify the competent authorities of these incidents at the time it becomes aware that reliable damage constituting any kind of illegal activity.4.3.- UNISUB ESTARTIT assumes the responsibilities that may arise from the provision of services offered within the limits and as specified in the various General Conditions for the services that are available to users. 


 


FIFTH.- COPYRIGHT .- UNISUB ESTARTIT is a registered trademark. You may not use any others by means of marking UNISUB ESTARTIT, which includes both the name and logo, unless express consent of UNISUB ESTARTIT. All rights reserved. In addition, the website UNISUB ESTARTIT-own content, programming and design of the website-is fully protected by copyright, is expressly prohibited any reproduction, communication, distribution and processing of those elements protected unless consent Express UNISUB ESTARTIT


SIXTH- JURISDICTION AND APPLICABLE LAW.- The present general conditions are governed by Spanish law. They are competent to resolve any dispute or conflict arising out of these general conditions of the Courts Girona explicitly renouncing the user to any other jurisdiction that might be appropriate.


SEVENTH: Where any provision of this document is declared invalid, the remaining provisions remain in force and shall be interpreted taking into account the willingness of the parties and the very purpose of these conditions. UNISUB ESTARTIT may not exercise any of the rights and powers conferred on this document which does not imply in any way renouncing them unless explicit recognition by UNISUB ESTARTIT
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